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User Meeting 2014 (August 11-13th)
You can’t afford to miss our annual User Meeting to be held at
the Alexander Hotel (same as last year) in downtown Indianapolis.
The meeting starts on Monday at 1:00 PM and ends on
Wednesday at 3:00 PM to allow for easier flight connections.
Activities include hor ‘dourves on Monday night (sponsored by
our vendor partners) and a visit to the Indianapolis 500 track and
museum and a Valued Partner Appreciation Dinner on Tuesday.
5 great reasons to attend the User Meeting:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Learn from workshops, interactive sessions, breakouts . . .
See the new updates, products, enhancements, services . . .
Network with the K & K team and fellow E-F users . . .
Hear from guest speakers and breakout sessions . . .
Choose from management, operations or driver tracks . . .
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Quick Tips
 Be sure drivers have printed their
tickets prior to updates!
 Be sure you have the latest LC
Firmware for updates!

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,

From the BBQ Genius—a simple recipe for summer!
Marinated Barbecued Shrimp


3 cloves garlic, minced



1/3 cup olive oil



1/4 cup of tomato sauce



2 tablespoons red wine vinegar



2 tablespoons chopped fresh basil



1/2 teaspoon salt



1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper



2 pounds of fresh shrimp, peeled and deveined

Directions
1.

In a large bowl, stir together the garlic, olive oil, tomato sauce and red wine vinegar. Season with
basil, salt and cayenne pepper.

2.

Add shrimp and stir evenly until coated. Cover, and refrigerate for 30 minutes to an hour, stirring
occasionally

3.

Preheat grill for medium. Thread shrimp onto skewers, piercing once near the tail and once near
the head. Discard marinade.
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Wow, time really does fly by! It seems
like Spring just started and we are
already at the start of the “unofficial”
summer. I hope everyone had a happy and safe Memorial day.
Please be sure to stop
by and say hello at the
Midwest Convention
Columbus, OH; June 5-6.
We’ve been kept busy upgrading to
E-F Version #15, in-house training and
implementation for our current and
new partners (Welcome TruPointe!)
Be sure to attend our User Meeting
August 11-13th. We’re working hard
to provide exceptional value with
workshops, interactive sessions, break
-outs, guest speakers, training and
many tips and tricks to make your
company more productive and profitable in these challenging times.
Thanks again, and see you in August!
Karla
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‘Suite of Products’ Highlights
Energy-Commerce

Energy-Image








Do you have file cabinets full of pictures and other documents that pertain to a specific customer? Such as . .
 Contracts
 Leases
 Service Issues
 Collection Letters, etc.?
How much time do your CSR’s waste looking for documentation when they could be assisting a customer immediately?
Energy Image allows you to scan a document, such as a tank
lease, save it to a PDF and then attach it directly to the
customer’s account (for easy future reference)
You can also reprint from Energy Image and attach pictures
such as a JPG to the customer’s account.
Energy-Image can do all of the above because it is
seamlessly integrated with Energy-Force! You will love it!











Are your CSR’s still constantly getting up and walking to the credit
card terminal — and then standing in line to process payments?
Are you still processing ACH Budget payments one-by-one at the
credit card terminal each month?
Can your customers pay on-line from your website, automatically
creating a payment journal and updating the customer’s account
within seconds?
Can your customers see their Contract Balances on your website?
Can your customers place a Call-In order for propane or fuels online and automatically update the Call-In file immediately—and
then marked as ‘Pending’ for your review?
Can your customers review their history of product and gallons
delivered to their tanks for the past six months?
E-Commerce can do all of the above because it is seamlessly
integrated with Energy-Force! Your customers will love it!

Valued Vendor Partners
K & K only partners with the best that meet our exacting standards to seamlessly integrate with the Suite of Products.

Collections

Server Performance Checkup

Electronic Statements

Network Merchants

Interfaced seamlessly with
Energy-Force

Provide flat-fee remote server
and Pervasive expertise

Outsource statements saving
cash flow, time and money

Fully integrated payment processing reducing expenses

Equipment/Software Leasing

Network Merchants

Remote Tank Monitoring

Remote Tank Monitoring

Vision Financial Group
Approved if K & K customer!

Fully integrated payment processing reducing expenses

Readings automatically integrate
with Energy-Force

Readings automatically integrate
with Energy-Force

Need Help with your LC Register Firmware Updates or Installs?
Jeff Hageman has great expertise in LC registers and has 15 years of automation experience in liquid
and gas measurements.
Here’s how you can contact Jeff:
 Work (847) 533-4717
 Mobile (224) 283-8374
 jeff@ampscontractors.com
 AMPS Contractors, P.O. Box 6002, Lindenhurst, IL 60046
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